
Location 2: 
Cairo, 2500 BC

ICONIC VIP TOURS



The second part of the Tablet is located in Cairo in the temple
of Isis, the goddess of life and magic, protector of women and
children, and healer of the sick. You arrive in the city, in
2500 BC.  



 
The temple is located close to
the Great Sphinx. At the
entrance you meet the
custodian of the temple. He is
happy to give you the
directions to the second piece
of the tablet. However, you 
 needs you first to answer his
puzzle:
    

THE GREAT SPHINX



 
'There are 20 people in an
empty, square room. 
Each person has full sight of
the entire room and everyone
in it without turning his head
or body, or moving in any way
(other than the eyes). 
Where can you place a
pomegranate so that all but
one person can see it?'

    
CLUE 1: THE
POMEGRANATE



The Answer



You find the chamber
where the second part
of the Tablet is.
However, it is blank. 
 Decipher the
following riddle to
reveal its text:

CLUE2: THE TABLET



 'There is a scribe, with his
camel, going to a town. 
The man went to the town on
Monday. He stayed there for
3 days and then he came
back on Friday. 

How? His camel was not
tired, he wasn't sleepy and
took rest.'

CLUE 2: THE
SCRIBE



The Answer



The  Custodian advices that you
need to check if the time is right for
you to continue your quest by
solving the following puzzle:



 'If the date of the
last Saturday of
last month and the
first Sunday of
this month do not
add up to 33. What
month are you in?'CLUE 3: TIME



The Answer



Congratulations!
You are done at this location!

You will shortly receive the link to access  
the mission documents for the next

location.


